Progression in the Curriculum:

ART

Art Strand:
Year
Group

Art Strand:

Drawing

Painting

Key Vocabulary

Art Strand:

Art Strand:

Art Strand:

Printing

Sculpting

Art Strand:

Collage

Evaluation
Year
Group

Wider Opportunities and
Experiences
Segal – sculptor
Banksy – Artist

KS3

Tones, Shade, Texture, Block colours, Washes
Layering, Mood, Media, Foreground, Middle
ground, Perspective, Composition, Circular
Scribbling, Cross-hatching, Stippling, Shape
Form, model

6

Year 6
Creating a unique piece of art
- apply previously taught techniques
colour mixing, tones and shade, creating texture, creating texture, block
colours, washes, layering of paints
- plan a piece of art selecting style,
techniques, mood and media

George Segal
Cast
Life-size figures
Tableaux
Plaster bandages
Pioneered
Sculptural medium
Monochrome

6
Year 6
Perspective and composition
- use foreground, middle ground and
background to create perspective and
composition
- use circular, scribbling, crosshatching and stippling techniques
- use lines to create composition

Year 6
Segal
- use paper mache/modroc and gum
tape to shape, form, model and join
- create patterns and textures
- model human features

Year 6
- compare and contrast the techniques
used by traditional and modern artists
- peer assess work
Lowry, Matisse and Magritte - Artists
Elizabeth Rosen - Artist

National portrait gallery

Year 5
Tone and atmosphere
- create atmosphere and light effects
by mixing colours, shades and tones
- collect source material to help plan
own piece of artwork.
- Explore a range of shades and tones
- use different shades/mixtures of
colour to create tone and atmosphere

Atmosphere, Light effects, Shades, Tones,
Hatching, Scumbling, Stippling, Cross-hatching
Blending, Smudging, Proportion, Stamp, Carving
Tear, Rip, Layer, Overlap

5

Elizabeth Rosen
Graphic design
Self-taught
Permeates
Illustrating
Designs
Concepts
Commercial illustration

Year 5
shading and perspective
- use a range of shading techniques
e.g. hatching, scumbling, stippling,
cross-hatching, blending/smudging
- select best too appropriate for different shading techniques
- use proportion to create accurate
drawings of whole people
- draw and shade an object in different

Year 5
Two colour printing
- create a stamp using foam and card
- accurately use scissors to cut shapes
- use appropriate tools for carving
designs
- create a two colour print

5

Year 5
Elizabeth Rosen
- select different media to use for
collage (magazines, newspapers,
cardboard, tissue, paper)
- tear, rip, layer, overlap
- add collage to painted, printed or
drawn background
- use different techniques, colours and
textures

Year 5
- Discuss the atmosphere an artist has
created in a painting
- Peer assessment answering questions based on feelings, mood and
atmosphere.

Goldsworthy, Catherine Meyer and
Thomas Dambo– Sculptors
Hopper/Van Gogh - Artists

Bedford park nature sculpture trip

Wash technique, Textural, Scales, Proportion
Sculpture, Joining, Natural, Man-made, Shape
Form, Surface patterns

4

Van Gogh
Realist
Etching
Post-impressionist
Landscapes
Portraits
Self-portraits
Still Life
Bold colour

4

Rousseau
Self-taught
Avant-garde
Exotic landscapes
Abstract patterns
Vegetal density

Year 4
Hopper/Van Gogh and thickening
paint
- use a wash technique to add to the
effect of the painting
- use different textural effects. In
particular thickening paint
- plan a final piece and use other
artists for inspiration
- develop a painting from a drawing

Hopper
Geometrical designs
Light and shadow

Year 4
Henri Roussea, faces and proportions
- select tools for different textures
- identify the effects of light
- work on a variety of scales
- draw faces in proportion
- use shading to show shadows on a
drawn face

Year 4
- Discuss and review own and others
work and identify changes and how
they can be developed further
- Discuss the techniques an artist has
used in a painting
- Discuss if paintings look like real life
- Discuss the use of tone and texture in
own and others work
- Evaluate objects based on natural or
man-made properties

Year 4
Natural and man-made materials
- create a sculpture without glue or
tape to explore different methods of
joining
- use natural and man-made materials
to create a sculpture
- use shape and form to create a
model
- use a range of surface patterns,
textures and colours for a sculpture

Rothko/ Rivera/ Munch/ Rouault Artists
Paul Klee - Artist

Block colour, Wash technique, Thickening, Textural effect, Shading, Proportion, Light source
Cast shadow, Form shadow, Effects, Collography
Printmaking, Substrate, Rigid, Versatile, Printing
plate, Tearing, Overlapping, Layering, Mosaics

Year 3
- Make links to all forms of art e.g
blocking colour linked to Rothko
fashion work
- respond to the texture observed in a
piece of art
- when observing art, discuss what
techniques/effects have been used
and what children like/dislike about a
piece
- peer assess and discuss improvements that could be made
- discuss choices of materials e.g.
which pencil is preferred

Paul Klee
Influence
Produced
Grotesque
Surrealistic

3

Munch
Norwegian
Bereavement
Legacy
War
Banned
Nazi Germany
RIveria
Mexico
Ambassador
Refolutionary
Minister
Mural
University

Year 3
Textural effects
- explore the effect of block colour
- use a wash technique to add to the
effect of a painting using a range of
brush strokes
- begin to understand thickening paint
to develop a textural effect (using
mud, sand and glue effectively)

Year 3
Collography and printing plates
- Use collography method for printing
- create and use a printing plate using
scrap materials

Year 3
Shadows, bodies and proportions
- use dark and light shading
- use different pencil types e.g. HB, 2B
etc
- observe and draw simple bodies in
proportion
- explore the effects of shadow (light
source, light side, form shadow and
cast shadow)
- select appropriate pencil types for
different effects

Year 3
Tearing, overlapping and layering
- Experiment with a range of collage
techniques such as tearing, overlapping and layering to create images and
represent textures
- Use collage as a means of collecting
ideas and information and building a
visual vocabulary
- Using layering overlaying to create
simple mosaics

Rothko
Decent
Leadership
Abstract
Sketching
Modernism
Tones, Colours, Brush size, Techniques, Sweeping, Dabbing, Layering, Tones, Textures, Effect
Proportion, Carving, Wavy/straight lines, Big/
small holes, Pinch/roll coils, Slabs, Modelling
media, Manipulate, Joins

2

Mato-Mora
Sculpture
Observation
Inspiration
Reminiscent
Graduated
Architecture
Architect
Colonies
Mediterranean
Impressive

Year 2
Tone and layering paint
- children understand and can create
different tones of colours
- mix colours with grey to create
different tones
- mark make using different brush
sizes
- use a range of painting techniques
- begin to use different brush sizes to
create different types of brush strokes
(sweeping, use of bristles, dabbing,
thin strokes)
- understand and use layering by
painting one colour then adding a
variety of tones on top

Year 2
Portraits and proportions
- experiment with a range of tools
(charcoal, chalk, pencil, crayon)
- understand a range of textures and
select tools to create a specific effect
- use tools to create tone
- choose the most appropriate tool to
create light and dark
- draw faces in proportion

3

Carol Wisniewski - Artist
Patricia Mato-Mora – Sculptor

Year 2
- describe artists work and comment
on similarities and differences
- evaluate own and peer work discussing which piece they liked most and
why
- assess the skills used in their own and
peer work
- evaluate the effectiveness of a range
of tools and the type of ‘mood’ they
might create when used in different
ways

Year 2
Make a bowl
- Construct
- Use material to make known objects
for a purpose
- begin to use carving methods to
create lines (wavy and straight) and
holes (big and small)
- Pinch and roll coils and slabs using
modelling media
- manipulate clay into a coil ensuring
even spaces and level
- roll clay evenly avoiding issues of too
fat or thin in places
- Make simple joins

2

Year 1

Firm, Soft, Light, Dark, Shading, Gradual, Stippling
Hatching, Cross-hatching, Circulism, Observe
Wash, Load, Strokes, Materials, Thin/thick,
Paintbrush
Dabbing, Horizontal, Vertical, Primary and secondary colours, Colour wheel, Rubbings, Texture, Patterns
Print, Force, Patterns, Mono-printing, Collage,
media

1

Hockney
Antique
Camera
Photography
Still-life
Workshop
Carle
Illustration
Advertisement
Distinctive
Collaborate
Author

Year 1
Year 1
Year 1

Year 1
Landscapes
-use a pencil
- recognise art that has been drawn
and art that has not
- understand ‘firm’ and ‘soft’ grips and
when to use them
-to draw patterns
-to recognise light and dark shading
and begin to discuss how to use appropriately
- begin to practise different forms of
shading e.g. gradual, stippling, hatching, cross-hatching and circulism
-observe and draw landscapes

David Hockney and brush strokes
- begin to wash and load brush accurately
- Fine motor skills, holding brushes and
making different strokes- handling
materials
- use thin/thick lines, change direction
with paintbrush, dabbing, use end of
stick on brush, horizontal and vertical
lines
- Explore colour mixing (primary and
secondary colours) by putting colours
in separate area and mixing them
together in another area
- begin to understand shading using a
colour wheel

Mono-printing animals
- begin to take rubbings showing
texture and patterns
- take a print from an object e.g. leaf,
hand, onion, by painting the object
first and then pushing down onto a
piece of paper
- begin to understand the force required to transfer paint from an object
to paper
- use imagination and observation
skills
- create simple repeated patterns
using mono-printing

Eric Carle collage styles
- Collect, sort and match colours
- Create images from imagination,
experience or observation
- understand how paint can be used to
create a collage
- Use a wide variety of media e.g.
photocopied material, fabric, crepe
paper, magazines etc…
- accurately hold a pair of scissors to
cut and trim materials
- select appropriate areas to glue
materials

Eric Carle - Illustrator

- begin to verbalise ‘likes’ and ‘dislikes’
about art work including their own
- begin to make suggestions about
what they could have done better
- begin to understand when too much
paint or water is on a brush and why it
might cause an issue
- begin to evaluate the outcome when
paints are mixed in different ways
-analyse the difference between
‘foreground’ and ‘background’

David Hockney- Artist
Throughout this topic, children will
learn some information about this
artist. They will use the skills they have
been learning to create a piece imitating
‘Garrowby Hill’

1

